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Evolution does not work logically with a long term per~pective on the design of the
neural structures, but rather selects the most succes~ful behavior from generation to
generation (Dumont and Robertson. /986).

INTRODUCTION
What counts as a cognitive competency is by no means a well-defined matter. Many
behavioral feats of animals and humans that older textbooks labeled as learning, for
example, are found under the heading of cognition in newer books (e.g., Domjan,
1993; Pearce, 1997). Psychologists studying human learning and performance in the
late 1950s and early 1960s rekindled the interest in cognition as a reaction to the then
dominant behavioristic psychology. They drew attention to the Latin root
"cognoscere.," meaning "to know," and considered that the defining feature of
cognitive processes was the involvement of information processing based on mental
representations. The "mental" substrate alluded to was merely another word for the
brain and "representations" another word for memory contents that encoded past
experiences. The topics of recent cognitive psychology handbooks accordingly range
widely. including almost every process that can intervene between the initial sensing
of stimuli and the final emission of behaviors. Indeed, the recurrence of the term
cognition is simply a modern way of emphasizing the importance of these mediating
processes that were studiously ignored for so long by behaviorist psychologists.
For the purposes of this chapter, the word "cognitive" is used as an adjective that
identifies relatively complex behavioral competencies that are assumed to require
these mediating processes for their performance. The stimuli to which an animal is
exposed, the behavioral actions that it produces, the outcomes of these activities, and
even the motivational states that accompany them may be coded and stored as
integrated sets of information. These representations of past experi ence may be
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operated on further off-line toward bringing them into more efficient formats . In
species, or more 'precisely individuals, that are cognitively highly endowed, this
conversion may operate to the extent that they end up possessing a more or less
complete mental model of their environment and of their "self." Regardless of the
perfection of the resulting representations, the causation of any cognitive behavior is
deemed to involve a recourse to these representations of past experience as well as to
the codes signaling the immediate situation.
Despite the difficulty of defining precisely what cognitive behavior is, there is
consensus that the information-processing capacity, or intelligence, for short, needed
by animal species to show such behavior is largely dependent on the evolutionary
status that their brains have achieved. A reliance on cognition as an intermediary
stage of processing principally characterises the behavior of the two anagenetically
most progressive vertebrate classes, the avians and the mammals. Along with
mammals (Mammalia), birds (Aves), although often said to be dominated by
instincts, have been shown in the last 50 years or so to be capable of behaviors that
now readily fall into the cognitive category. Often they perform complex behavioral
tasks with more proficiency than mammals of comparable body and, more importantly, brain size. Indeed, in several instances they show abilities comparable with
those of nonhuman primates of considerably larger brain size. Birds in any case
undoubtedly do better on cognitive tasks than representatives of the anamniotes and
reptiles, arguments to the contrary notwithstanding (Macphail, 1985). Bees (Apidae),
as exceptionally gifted insects, possibly come cognitively closer to them than any of
the fish (Pisces), anuran (Anura) or reptile (Reptilia) species (Siemann et aI., 1998).
Birds have a brain morphology that differs markedly from that of mammals and
that is arguably more similar to that of reptiles, with whom they indeed share the
clade Sauropsida (Ariens-Kappers et aI., 1936). The avian brain does not possess a
structure that can squarely compare with the isocortex of mammals. Its dorsal
pallium, although massive and probably equivalent to it, is not nearly as architecturally differentiated as the mammalian isocortex (Karten, 1991; Rehkamper, et aI. ,
and Zilles, 1991; Veenman, 1997; Medina and Reiner 2000). Instead, birds have a
sophisticated tectum opticum that is arguably the most complex neural structure
extant (Ram6n y Cajal, 1911). As a result, the overall information-processing capabilities of birds may be generally on a par with those of equal-sized mammals.
Both mammals and avians ultimately descend phylogenetically from a common
cold-blooded reptilian ancestor living some 310 million years ago (Kumar and
Hedges, 1998). Why, then, do the two groups show such marked differences in their
brains, besides, of course, all the other distinguishing characters? Perhaps this is in
part because as proper mammals and birds they emerged from two already divergent
reptilian-saurian stocks: Triassic therapsids about 250 million years ago, the ancestors
of mammals (Ahlberg and Milner, 1994), and Jurassic theropodans about 150 million
years ago, the ancestors of birds, probably had brains that already differed somewhat.
Possibly a more incisive reason, however, is that the evolutionary scenarios during the
Jurassic and Cretaceous eras threw the two lineages into radically different ecological
niches (Feduccia, 1996). The ancestral mammalian brains were apparently selected for
a nocturnal habitat while maintaining a terrestrial life. This combination placed
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diminished demands on their visual system and increased demands on their olfactory
system, which promoted an early shift from a relative mesencephalization to a relative
telencephalization in terms of altered volumes and histological differentiation of these
struc!ures. The ancestral avian brains, on the other hand, continued to be selected for
an aerial habitat together with a persisting diurnal life that placed strongly enhanced
demands on their visual system and their locomotor-navigational abilities. These
demands presumably resulted in the maintenance of a relative mesencephalization and
the emergence of the relative cerebellarization that still characterises them today
(Dubbledam, 1998). Indeed, the newer view, that the cerebellum is concerned with
much more than motor control and is very probably centrally involved in cognitive
operations (Akshoomoff and Courchesne, 1992; Schmahmann, 1997), could partially
help to explain why birds are as intelligent as we shall argue they are. _
Similarities in the energetic necessities of both the nocturnal and the aerial niche
promoted a convergent warm bloodedness in mammals and avians (Ruben, 1995).
This homoeothermy in turn enhanced the potency of neural functioning and thus
expanded the repertoire of behavioral options. For mammals and avians, flexible
behavior became the key device underlying their advances in Darwinian fitness, and
this again presumably fostered a relative telencephalization. The emphasis on behavioral adaptability also caused the relative (allometric) brain-to-body size of both
avians and mammals to rise above that of the reptiles, which are still today handicapped by poikilothermy (Van Dongen, 1998; Wyles Kunkel and Wilson, 1983).
Among the very first consequences would be complex behavior sequences dedicated
to the optimization of pelage and plumage insulatory functions. Birds' preening
would be more demanding than mammals' grooming because feathers were also
essential for flight (Delius, 1988). The divergent and complicated reproductive
strategies of brooding and lactating emerged not least because of the need to release
into independence offspring with brains too large to mature intrauterinely or intraovally, but which nevertheless had to achieve a fully functioning state. These strategies
in turn demanded differentiated parental care behaviors, for which these same brains
had to evolve new capabilities. The accompanying birth or hatching at an early stage
of embryological development caused the brains of the offspring to be exposed at an
immature stage to an environment to which they eventually had to match their
behavior. This undoubtedly enhanced the role of neural plasticity in the adjustment of
the behavioral repertoire in both avians and mammals and advanced the development
of brain structures specialized for learning and memory, resulting in a relative
dorsopallialization in both classes. The heavier parental investment in offspring
production generated demands for an intelligent selection of sexual mates. In turn the
behavioral bond between parents and offspring furthered the evolution of sociality.
This eventually converted the ecological niches in which birds and mammals
operated into socioecological niches that encouraged the evolution of capabilities for
highly flexible social behaviors. There is reason to believe that the need to manage
the complexities of social relationships is the prime mover for the evolution of
advanced intelligence (Whiten and Byrne, 1997; Wyles et al., 1983). With the
massive extinction of many saurian and, incidentally, also avian lineages right at the
end of the Cretaceous about 65 million years ago, some of the mammalian lineages
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began to move into the diurnal habitat. Their thalamotelencephalic visual system
proceeded to expand in volume within the cortex cerebri, which was partially relieved
from olfactory functions. In avians, meanwhile, the tecto-thalamic-telencephalic
visual pathway expanded massively within the dorsal pallium, converting it into a
highly developed sensory system (Gilntilrkiln, 1991; Veenman et aI., 1995).
Speculative and inadequate as this brief phylogenetic account may be, it serves to
emphasize that the evolution of the brain is not a self-contained process that obeys
laws unto itself, as it would sometimes appear from the writings of some comparative
anatomists, but rather, like the evolution of all other organismic characters, it has to be
understood as the product of a history of selection pressures operating on a stream of
random mutation opportunities or rather on the behavioral competencies that this
genetic material enabled (Dumont and Robertson, 1986). Of course, the ensemble of
selection pressures that operated at any time would only partly originate from the
current ecosocial niche as sketched above. The persistence of any mutation that might
arise depends on whether it can first satisfy more basal demands. Whatever
biochemical-developmental cascade the mutation might trigger, this causal cascade
must not appreciably interfere with either the metabolic pathways or the
embryological mechanisms maintained by the genome existing at that time
(Berezeney et aI., 1995; Bohley, 1995; Chan and Jan, 1999). In other words, the
effects, of a mutation must not impair to any significant degree the Darwinian fitness
that an organism has already achieved if it is to spread through the population. This
represents an intrinsic selection pressure that maintains a flowing state of genomic
coadaptation. It guarantees a measure of evolutionary conservatism that in turn makes
it reasonable for comparative anatomists and physiologists to search, among other
things, for equivalencies between the brain structures of avians and mammals. Still,
adaptation to the environment is what in the end must mainly drive the evolution of
organisms' characteristics. Brains are certainly no exception, but they are perhaps
somewhat special. What is decisive for their fitness is, vegetative regulation aside, the
somatic behavior that they can produce, although even today we can say rather little
about the correspondence between the gross appearance of brain structures and the
characteristics of the behavioral responses that they can implement. When it comes to
behaviors that are complex enough to be labeled cognitive, these correlations often
become desperately tenuous. With such behaviors, it is the still poorly understood
functional interconnectivities of neuronal assemblies, often belonging to many diverse
brain structures, rather than the gross size and layout of any particular brain structures,
that are the decisive features . It is these neural networks that define the complex
information processing that is characteristic of cognitive behaviors (Gazzaniga, 1995).
Domestic pigeons (Columba livia, val'. dome.l'lica), pigeons, for short, in the
remainder of this chapter, are the preferred bird species for research both on avian
cognition and on the avian brain, simply because of their convenience as laboratory
animals (Abs, 1983). Birds evince about as much c1adogenetic radiation in
morphology as mammals, however, although the cognitive capacities of birds
probably do not range as widely as those of the mammals. Bird species may not
marshal any behavioral and neural differentiations as drastic as those between, say,
hedgehogs (Erinacidae), whales (Cetacea), and humans (Hominidae). Still, with rock
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pig~ons (C~)lumba livia, val'. Livia), the wild species from which the domestic pigeon
denves, bemg Just one among some 9700 extant birds species, and indeed one among
some 310 existing and varied pigeon species (Columbidae), it cannot claim to be
repI:esentative of all of them. Similarly, that other popular research subject, the
laboratory variety of Norwegian rat (Rat/us norvegicus), cannot be claimed to be
representative of the roughly 4300 existing mammalian species. The class Aves after
all includes divergent groups such as ostriches (Rheidae), penguins (Spheniscidae),
moundbirds (Megapodidae), oilbirds (Steatornithidae), keas (Nestorinae), birds of
paradise (Paradisiaeinae), and hummingbirds (Trochillidae), to mention a few.
Pigeons can certainly not be a universal stand-in for any of these or for the many other
~vian species. There is even reason to doubt that the pigeon is among the most cognitlvely endowed or intelligent birds. Species of the crow family (Coi'vidae) and the
~arrot family ~~sittacidae) have, for example, already been shown to out-do pigeons
111 some cogl11ttve tasks (see later). Even within the pigeon species there are good
grounds for believing that the artificial domesticating selection that has affected
pigeons for several thousand generations might have tended to blunt their intelligence
(Rehkiimper et aI., 1988). Subvarieties that were selectively bred for the ability of
fast, long-range homing (homing pigeons; Levi, 1977) or in which the domestication
effect may have been partly reversed by a return to a predominantly feral existence
(street pigeons; Simms, 1979) can be expected to do better in cognitive tasks than
subvarieties that have been selected for special looks (e.g., pouter pigeons) or for
peculiar behaviors (for example, tumbler pigeons). Whether pigeon subvarieties that
were bred primarily for meat productivity (e.g., Silver King and White Carneaux
pigeons; Levi, 1977), which are often used for experiments in North American
laboratories because of their convenient commercial availability, are the most suitable
to explore the limits of pigeon intelligence is somewhat doubtful.
~egardl~ss of th~se concerns, it is the case that like most other birds, the pigeon is
a lughly VIsual anunal. The sophistication of the pigeon's visual system is indexed
anatomi.cally by the relatively large eyes (Fig. 15.1), an effectively bifoveate retina, a
p~rtly b1l10cular field of vision (GUnllirkiln et aI., 1989; Remy and Gilnliirkiin, 1991),
abo.ut 2.5 million optic nerve fibers, a massive, 15 layered tectum opticum, a sizeable
optIC thalamus, and large telencephalic visual structures (GUnliirkiln, 1991). This
so~histication is retlected behaviorally in the complexity of the color vision system,
whIch IS at least tetrachromatic and ranges in sensitivity from ultraviolet to red
wavelengths (300 to 700 nm; Emmerton and Delius, 1980; Palacios and Varela,
1992), in a probable sensitivity to the polarization of light (Deli us et aI., 1976; Able
and Able, 1997; but see Coemans et aI., 1990), a high degree of motion sensitivity
(Emmerton, 1986; Martinoya and Delius, 1990; Neiworth and Rilling, 1987), and in
an excellent invariant pattern recognition (Delius and Hollard 1995; Jitsumori and
Ohkubo, 1996). Gross estimates suggest that about one third of the pigeon's ncrvous
system, with its about 2.5 ml volume and 109 neurons, is mainly engaged in visual
functions. This provides pigeons with a vi~ual neural network involving perhaps
some LOll synaptic connections that poteiltially equips them with informationproce~sing capacities for the most sophisticated visuocognitive performances
conceIvable. That these capacities are primarily visual is an advantage for the conduct
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Figure 15.1. Ventral, lateral and dorsal aspect of the pigeon's brain and eyes to illustrate the relative
importance of the visual system.

of cognitive experiments by human experimet}ters who are themselves visually
disposed and who are aided by a techno.logy that is biased toward vision. That the
pigeon appears to cognitively outperform the popular mammalian experimental
animal, the laboratory rat, may largely be due to the fact that the latter species, by
being nocturnal and, even worse, being often albino, is conversely specialized for
olfactory information processing, a modality that is not particularly accessible to
humans or their technology. It may also be the reason why pigeons' cognitive perfo.rmances are mostly compared with those of nonhuman primates that share with us the
primacy of the visual sense but are of course a notch above most of the non primate
mammals and indeed birds, regarding the brain-to-body size relation (Jerison, 1973).
Following these lofty theoretical consid~rations, we now turn to an overview of
what an avian brain is capable of by discussing some examples of co.gnitive
competencies o.f pigeons and comparing them with those of mammals.

CATEGORIZATION
It is generally recognized that in vertebrates the information influx through the
sensory systems by far exceeds both the information throughput capacities of the
nervous system and the range of mo.tor-output optio.ns. Central representation~ of
different stimuli that uni fy these inputs according to their physical similarity and/or
functional significance to a smaller set of stimulus classes can certainly contribute to
a reductio.n o.f the info.rmatio.nal lo.ad. For example, pigeons may benefit in this way
fro.m classing fo.od types, pigeon varieties, tree species, nesting sites, and predator
species into such categories or concepts. It has been shown lhat they can indeed do.
so, and it can even be argued that the research o.n such classing of stimuli has
advanced further in pigeons than it has in primates, including humans.
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Already in 1964, Herrnstein and Loveland demonstrated that pigeons could be
trained to discriminate pictures containing humans from pictures not containing
humans and that pigeons would generalize this distinction to a new set of pictures that
were characterized by the presence or absence of humans. These investigators did this
by successively and repeatedly back-projecting onto a translucent pecking key a set
of 80 randomly ordered color slides of a great variety of scenes, half of which
contained a human figure and the other half of which did not. Both types of slides
followed each other in random order. Several pecks by the hungry pigeons to the
slides which contained humans led to a food reward. Pecks to a slide that did not
contain a human never led to a reward. After about 700 slide presentations the pigeons
pecked significantly more often at the positive slides than at the negative slides. They
were then tested with a set of 80 human and no-human slides that had no.t been used
for training. The pigeons showed an immediate pecking preference for the new slides
containing humans, that is, they applied the distinction between two stimulus
categories that they had learned with one collection of pictures to another, different
set of pictures that also represented these categories. Using similar procedures, it was
shown that pigeons could learn to distinguish in this generalizing way among other
categories. The stimuli they have successfully categorized so far include pictures of
trees from pictures of non trees, pictures of fish from pictures of other animals,
pictures of water from pictures without water, and even pictures of a particular person
from pictures of other people or pictures of a particular scenic site from pictures of
other scenic sites (Herrnstein, 1985; Honig and Stewart, 19.88). Pigeons have also
proved capable of learning to categorize such unnatural stimuli as workshop tools,
letters of the alphabet, and painting styles with which they are certain to have had no
preexperimental experience (Morgan et aI., 1976; Lubow, 1974; Watanabe et aI.,
1995). Bhatt et aI., (1988) showed that pigeons were even able to learn to categorize
concurrently pictures of cats, flowers, cars, and chairs with similar facility.
. Although much of the work on categorization has employed pictorial stimuli, this
ability is not limited to the visual modality. Pigeons, not renowned for the musicality
of their own vocalizations, have nevertheless been trained to discriminate variable,
brief portions of Bach organ music from analogous portions of Stravinsky's 'Rite of
Spring' (Porter and Neuringer, 1984). In subsequent tests involving novel excerpts
from work played on different instruments or by other composers, the birds generalized their conditional discrimination and categorized in ways similar to humans
who were analogously tested. The birds thus responded to excerpts from other
baroque composers by preferentially pecking the "Bach" response key and to a
different piece by Stravinsky and to excerpts from compositio.ns by other modernistic
composers by pecking the "Stravinsky" key.
Using a special conditioning apparatus, Delius (1992) trained pigeons to categorize
small three-dimensional objects accordi ng to the somewhat abstract physical property
of being spherical or no.llspherical (Fig. 15.2). The apparatus allowed the successive
presentation of different object triplets. If a bird grasped a spherical shape, it received
a reward of several grains whereas its grasping of nonspherical objects yielded a
period of darkness. The anima ls learned the discrimination task very quickly, probably
because o.f the realism of the stimuli that, among other things, offered tactile as well
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Figure 15.2. Categorization of spherical and nonspherical objects by pigeons. (Right) Apparatus with
which objects were successively presented in triplets (one sphere vs. two nonspheres or vice versa). The
pecking of spherical objects was rewarded with grain deliveries. (Left): Staircase: discrimination of standard training objects. Columns: preference for spheres in different sets of novel stimuli; normal: standard
novel objects; transparent: glassy objects, all with nonspherical inclusions; feature : objects differing on ly
by the sphericity criterion; surface: objects with novel surfaces; background: familiar objects on a novel
background; 3 weeks: test after an experimental pause. (Modified from Siemann et aI. , 1998.)

as visual .cues. Familiar training objects presented on novel backgrounds were readily
discriminated by the pigeons. Tests with sets of new spherical and nonspherical
objects showed that they could also generalize their categorization to these, except
when the novel set consisted of transparent objects all containing nonspherical opaque
inclusions. After some training with these latter objects, however, even they were
discriminated correctly. Though not shown in Figure 15.2 the study revealed that the
pigeons would, without any special training, also categorize objects on a relative basis,
meaning that when exclusively presented with nonspherical objects they would
choose preferentially those that hU'man observers judged as the roundest, most
spherical-like. Also, the pigeons immediately categorized pictures of spherical and
nonspherical objects but, interestingly, they did significantly better with black and
white than with color photographs. As already mentioned, the color vision system of
pigeons is at least pentachromatic and thus is clearly different from the merely
trichromatic system of humans (Emmerton and Delius, 1980; Palacios and Varela,
1992). This means that these birds are very likely to perceive color pictures that are
adjusted to human color vision as false color images. It may therefore be unwise to
confuse, for example, the earlier mentioned categorization of the color pictures of
scenes with the categorization of the scenes themselves, a caveat that is only
sometimes taken into account (Dawkins et aI., 1996; Delius et aI., 1999).
Delius and Nowak (1982) trained pigeons to discriminate a set of various black and
white decorative-geometrical patterns that were successively projected on to a
pecking key according to whether their shape was axially symmetrical or asymmetrical. They rewarded responses to one type of stimulus and penalized responses to the
other type of stimulus. When the animals had learned to perform correctly to these
stimuli they were confronted with sets of unreinforced novel test patterns, some of
them stylistically very different from the patterns used for training. The pigeons
displayed a consistently high level of categorization transfer to these novel sets (but

see Huber et aI., 1999). When pigeons were alternatively trained by intermittently but
indiscriminately rewarding responses to both symmetrical or asymmetrical patterns
they showed a weak but sti ll significant spontaneous preference for asymmetrical
patte 'ns, which may indicate that they have a preexperimental, perhaps even innate
capacity for categorizing such stimuli. This supposition has recently gained some
interest in the sense that a faulty genetic constitution of an individual of a given
species is liable to resu lt in an asymmetrical growth of somatic features. Indeed, some
experiments have shown that at least some bird species prefer sexual mates of a
regular, symmetrical body build (Ml'lller, 1993). The filct that pigeons showed
evidence of hav ing a weak preexperimental capacity of judging the symmetricity of
visual patterns may be seen as supporting this view, but the preference for asymmetrical patterns associated with it does not fit in well. Rensch (19731 has, however,
reported a more fitting spontaneous preferences for symmetry in corvids.
The mechanisms that underlie the capacity to form categories have not as yet been
completely identified. Note that when learning to categorize a set of items into two or
more classes, pigeons could be doing so by memorizing how to respond to each of
the relevant items by rote (Herrnstein, 1990). Only a few years ago it was thought that
the memory capacities of pigeons were too reduced to be capable of storing more than
one or two dozen different individual pictures in this way. It is now known that
pigeons can learn to recognize up to several hundreds, possibly even thousands of
pictures in such a one-by-one manner (Vaughan and Greene, 1984). Fersen and
Delius (1989), for instance, showed that pigeons could le~ rn to reliably discriminate
an arbitrary selection of 100 different decorative-geometric black and white patterns
from another analogous selection of 625 patterns. It is also well known that animals
that have been conditioned to respond to a specific stimulus (e.g., the green color of
530 nm light) in a particular way will respond, although with less strength, to physically similar stimuli (e.g., to the yellow-green of 550 nm or the blue-green of 510
nm). This phenomenon of stimulus generalization is partly attributable to the limited
discriminatory capabilities of sensory systems but is also a result of the way in which
perceptual recognition systems are designed to allow for a certain degree of stimulus
variability (Blough, 1972). Thus at least some of the novel test items that did not
differ by much in physical appearence from the training items would be spontaneously responded to in a category-adequate manner (Pearce, 1987).
Another mechanism can further broaden the inclusiveness of categorization.
Complex stimuli, such as those used in the categorization studies described above, are
composed of many separate components or features. This polymorphic nature of th e
stimuli raises the possibility that no one single set of features is both necessary and
sufficient to determine the category and that variable combinations of features may
determine choices toward training and test stimuli by the pigeons. Fersen and Lea
(1990) trained pigeons with sets of slides showing buildings. Each slide was characterized by five features, each in one of two possible vers ions: building type (public
house, university building), orientation (upright, oblique), lighting (sunny, cloudy),
angle of view (seen from high above, or from ground level), and distance (close by
or far away). One version of each feature was designated as positive, the other as
negative. The pigeons were rewarded for peck ing slides in which three of the fiv e
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features were positive and were not rewarded for pecking when conversely three of
the five stimuli were negative. Only four of the eight pigeons trained ended up by
attending to all five discriminative features. A further three, however, did so only
after additional corrective training. In any case, these pigeons exhibited proportionally higher peck rates to the slides containing more positive feature variants, that
is, the birds responded proportionally to the sum of positive feature variants. Fersen
and Lea ascribed this result to the employment of naturalistic stimuli because in an
earlier experiment Lea et aI., (1993), using artificially constructed stimuli (drawings
of seedlike items also incorporating five dichotomous features), had found that
pigeons ended up reacting to only one or two of five dichotomous feature dimensions
and failed to sum all the relevant features. Huber and Lenz (1993), however, who
used schematic faces, and Jitsumori (1993), who used geometric stimuli, found that
pigeons attended to all features of their artificial stimuli in an additive fashion. The
assessment of presence or absence of feature variants in test stimuli alluded to above
could be seen as a kind of feature generalization that adds to the stimulus generalization alluded to before. A difficulty remains in deciding what is the actual set of
elementary features that the pigeon's visual system selects to process. Attempts to
identify the nature of features used by pigeons when categorizing nonconstructed
stimuli have not been overly successful, and even with constructed stimuli it is not
always certain that the pigeons' visual system analyzes the compound stimuli in the
manner intended by the experimenters (Herrnstein, 1990).
Neurophysiological data on the processing of visual stimuli by optic tectum
neurons, analogous to what is known about such processing by visual cortex neurons
in mammals, could be useful, but such an analysis has not yet provided much insight
as far as our understanding of pigeons' perceptions are concerned. Nevertheless,
Delius and Nowak (1982) suggested that the categorization of visual patterns
according to their axial symmetry or asymmetry could depend on the interaction of
Gabor detector neurons (bar and edge detectors) of the type found in the mammalian
visual cortex (De Valois and De Valois, 1988) and that perhaps exist in the optic
tectum of pigeons in a modified form (Jassik-Gerschenfeld, 1979). In mammals these
Gabor detectors are spatial frequency selective, exist in cosine or sine modulated
varieties, and occur in sets coaligned for orientational sensitivity (Pollen and Ronnel',
1981). Similarly the sphericity categorization of objects reported by Delius (1992)
could rely on the activation of Bessel detectors (doughnut detectors) that are found in
the avian and mammalian visual thalamus (Jassik-Gerschenfeld et aI., 1979). It would
be helpful for the further pursuit of this approach to know what brain structures are
involved at all in categorization processes. Watanabe (1996) has presented evidence
that lesions in the eclostrialum, the dorsopallial structure that is the telencephalic
target of the tecto-thalamic visual system in birds, impair the categorization of visual
stimuli. The few data that there are about the responsiveness of ectostriatal neurons
could fit with the categorization function implied. The neurons there have been
described as having wide receptive fields but containing smaller feature detecting
regions (Engelage and Bischof, 1996). A neuron-by-neuron physiological account of
how pigeons achieve categorization performances such as those described earlier is
still in any case only a remote perspective. Lamentably, there are generally relatively

few single unit studies being done on pigeons, although proba~ly ~hey would bring
ample returns (see, e.g., Sun and Frost, 1998). That enterpnse IS at a far more
advanced stage with respect, for example, to recognition of faces by rhesus monkeys
(MacacfJ mulatta; Bayliss, et aI., 1985; Perrett, et aI., 1987) .
. More theoretically, however, it can be shown that such performances can be
obtained with adaptive neural networks consisting of only two layers of artificial
neurons if the input layer is already a suitable collection of feature detectors. Gluck
(1991), for instance, has proposed a neuronal network with an input layer of units that
each represent, elementary cues (a, b, c) or cue combinations (ab, ac, bc). All th~se
input units are linked through modifiable connections with each of two output UllltS,
one yielding a category x response and the other yielding a category y response. The
connection weights are modified by the occurrence of reinforcing feedba£k on correct
category outputs. The cue-recognizing units can be in turn thought of as the output
layer of a nonadaptive, preprocessing, multilayer network that can extract the relevant
cues from the pixel-like luminosity raster input at the retinal receptor level.
Nevertheless, the details of the actual performance of Fersen and Lea's pigeons, for
example, appear to be better simulated by a postfeatural three-layer neural network
containing a so-called hidden, intermediary layer (Watanabe, et aI., 1993). Pearce
(1994) has described such a network where the hidden units act as units recognizing
feature configurations, that is, units whose output is maximal if a certain configuration of simultaneously occurring stimulus features is present. The network operates
according to the so-called exemplar model of categorizatiol1 in which each stimulus
instantiation with which the organism has had experience is separately coded. In any
case, the IS neuronal layers of the avian tectum opticum alone, without the additional
retinal, ectostriatal, and postectostriatal layers, allow scope for almost unlimited
networking fantasies.
Coming back to ' reality and to the comparison between mammals and avians,
Roberts and Mazmanian (1988) had pigeons, squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus),
and humans learn to categorize a set of slides that had to be discriminated at different
levels of ab~traction. They used pictures in which the various experimental subjects
wel'e required to distinguish kingfishers from other bird species, birds species from
other animals, and then mixed bird and mammal species from inanimate objects.
Although humans had no trouble with generalizing the categorizations to nov~1 sets
of pictures at all three levels of abstraction, pigeons and monkeys only coped wilh the
first two levels of abstraction. After additional training, the monkeys, but not the
pigeons, managed even the most abstract level of categorization involving animal and
nonanimal pictures.

CONCEPTS
The ability to learn to discriminate exemplars belonging to classes of stimuli and to
apply this discrimination to novel exemplars without additional training was for a
long time considered as sufficient evidence of concept formation . Lea (1984),
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however, pointed out that the term concept is used in a more restrictive sense in the
realm of human psychology and argued that the above animal evidence did not
warrant its use. He argued that this term would only be valid if stimuli categorized
together were additionally shown to belong to a functional equivalence class. Indeed,
according to this definition it is not even necessary that the stimuli to be discriminated
are perceptually distinct between classes and perceptually similar within classes, as
they had to be for the categorization described in the preceding section. Instead, all
that was essential for stimuli to be classed together as a concept was that they must
control responding in a unitary fashion. Vaughan (\988) trained pigeons with slides
that all depicted trees but that were arbitrarily divided into a set of 20 positive,
rewarded and another set of 20 negative, nonrewarded slides. When the pigeons had
learned to distinguish these arbitrary sets well, the allocation of reward and
nonreward between the two sets of slides was exchanged. As soon as the animals had
switched their discriminative responding to criterion level, the reinforcement allocations were exchanged again and so on until the birds became proficient at switching
their responding upon each reinforcement reversal between the slide sets. At this
point, Vaughan could show that experience with reinforcement reversal with only half
of the slides of each set was sufficient to induce the pigeons to immediately respond
correctly to the remaining half. That is, the birds had conceptualized the stimuli of
each se! as belonging together in the sense that, when they noticed that some of the
slides of the sets had exchanged their functional significance, the birds spontaneously
extended the adequate mode of responding to the remainder of the slides. Note that
an element of induction is involved: the pigeons appeared to have inferred that, if
some members of a conceptual class have acquired a new meaning, then other
members were bound to have done so too. Although such an experiment was not
actually done, Vaughan's pigeons would thus be expected to transfer their conceptual
manner of responding if the same sets of stimuli had been employed as discriminanda
in, say, a punishment-reinforced task.
Notice that a conceptualization in the functional equivalence sense is not necessarily restricted to an arbitrary grouping of stimuli. It can be expected to arise also,
and perhaps more readily, with stimuli that can be categorized according to perceptual
similarity. Indeed, Bhatt and Wasserman (\989) and Fersen and Lea (1990) attempted
to demonstrate concept formation with the reinforcement reversal paradigm as extensions of their categorization experiments described above. In fact, their pigeons failed
to show the required response reversal, but, differently from Vaughan, they exposed
their animals to only a single training reversal. A complication that needs to be kept
in mind, though, is that while the reversal in Vaughan's study (1988) and Bhatt and
Wasserman's study concerned whole stimuli, those in Fersen and Lea's concerned
only component features . More generally, the use of complex stimuli, whether
naturalistic or artificial, tends to hamper the understanding of what is involved in the
formation of functional concepts because responding to such stimuli usually allows
the application of mUltiple classificatory options.
Delius et a!. (1995), therefore, attempted to employ a minimum number of singlefeatured stimuli. Four different color stimuli were used in a paired manner: red-green
and yellow-blue. The pigeons began by learning to discriminate both pairs
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concurrently using a simultaneous, two-key presentation paradigm r+?- , y~b- where
the plus sign means that pecks at the stimulus were rewarded and.the mlllUS Sign me3l~s
that responses to the stimulus were penalized. As soon as the anllnals had learned thiS
task, the reinforcement allocations of both pairs were reversed to r- g+, y- b+ and were
ag~in reversed as soon as they had learned this new. ta~k. Thi~ repeate~ reversal
procedure continued until they became proficient in sWltchlllg thell' respondlllg t~ ~he
stimuli. Then they were tested for the equivalencies I' == Y and g == b that .the trallllllg
was meant to have established. Test sessions invariably involved relllforcement
reversals but were special in that only one of the stimulus pairs was presented during
their initial 8 to 12 trials. During these trials the birds had time to adopt correct
responding to this pail'. During the remainder of the session the othel: reversed pail' was
also presented. In these latter trials the second pair occurred more trequen~ly than the
first pair. The pigeons' behavioral adaptation to the reversal was on average f?ster for
the second pail' than for the first pair, as would be expected b.y the eqUl~alence
hypothesis. In another kind of test session with inter~ixed pa~r presentatIOns, ~
reinforcement reversal was arranged to affect only one Stimulus pall' and not the othel
pair instead of both as during the routine reversal sessions. The pigeons ~howed a
worse readjustment learning performance during such half-reversal ~essl?ns than
during the standard full -reversal sessions. This also suggest~ that the s~llnuh I' and y
and also g and b had been associated together accordlllg to thell' concordant
reinforcement consequences during training. The linkage effects, however, were not
particularly strong, despite the many preparatory reversals .to .v:hich. the pigeons were
exposed before testing (cf. Fersen and Delius, 2000; dolphllls, Tu/'slOps) .
In the above study stimulus generalization might have intervened through the fact
that spectrally red is next to yellow and green next to blue on .the wavelength
spectrum, and the results of the leading-pair/trai~ing-pair test se.sslOns could h~ve
been caused by a within-session warm-up effect. Slemann and Dehus (1998a) caflled
out a study that avoided these defects. Instead of color discrimin~nda they used tw.o
pairs of stimuli selected to be all quite dissimilar physically. ~he pigeons were conditioned using intelligence panels that were attached to their home . cages and that
enabled sessions consisting of several hundred trials to be run (Xla et aI., 1996).
Reinforcement reversals came into effect during these long sessions whenever the
pigeons had reached a criterion performance of 70% ~olTect choices in a .block of 40
preceding trials. Even though this procedlll'e aVOided the shortcomlllgs of t~le
previous study, it still revealed functional equivalence lil.lkages between qUIte
dissimilar stimuli. The effects were again, however, comparatively small.
Recently, Jitsumori et aI., (2000) used the same bas~c. procedure as ~i~mann and
Delius but employed more stimuli involved in more pall'lngs and a mO~I.fled fo~'In o~
testing. Pigeons were taught to discriminate concurrently two sets ot tOlll' pairs of
shapes each a+e- , b+e-, a+f- anc! b+f- or c+g- , d+g- , c+h- and d+h:-. For one group
of pigeons the shapes within the a, b, c, d and within the e, J, g, h sen~s were selected
to be physically somewhat similar to each other so as to allow potentially a degree .o f
within-series generalization, for another group they were chos~n to be q~lte
dissimilar so as to minimise such generalization . When they had achieved a learmng
criterion of 80% or more correct responses in a block of 80 trials, the reinforcement
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allocations to the various stimuli were reversed and the pigeons trained again up to
criterion and so on until they had undergone more than 16 in-step reversals with both
sets. Unrein forced tests for equivalence using novel pairs assembled from the above
stimuli (e.g., pairs aoho or cofo) revealed that stimulus similarity had facilitated the
formation of equivalence concepts a b c d and e =f= g h, although the birds
trained with dissimilar stimuli also showed weaker transfer effects. The better
concept formation achieved by the former group presumably related to the fact that
concepts acquired by organisms in nature are likely to concern mostly stimuli that,
because they share equivalent functional properties, are also likely to have some
physical similarities with each other (natural concepts; Rosch, 1978).
Neuronal networks may be helpful in explaining why the equivalence effects
obtained in the various studies mentioned are rather variable. Generally a three-layer
adaptive network is necessary to account for the formation of perceptual concepts of
the functional type, where the hidden layer units are those mainly mediating the
coding of concepts (Watanabe et aI., 1993). Hidden units, however, are only effectively recruited in this way if the training stimulus set is complex enough (many
stimuli, many features) and the reversals occur often enough for their conceptadequate activation to yield a processing advantage. Otherwise such neural networks
have a tendency to settle on a by-rote categorization, two-layer manner of processing
that doe ' not really incorporate a true conceptualization. Of the abovementioned
studies producing such variable results, Vaughan's study involved more stimuli and
reversals than Bhatt and Wasserman's . Our own studies employed again only a small
number of stimuli and features, but very many reversals.
Instead of using coherent reinforcement outcomes, another way of establishing
stimulus equivalencies between stimuli is based on a so-called symbolic variant of the
matching-to-sample discrimination procedure. With the more usual nonsymbolic
form, a trial begins with the presentation of a sample stimulus a on the middle key of
a three-key conditioning chamber. Pecks to this stimulus trigger the presentation of
comparison stimuli on the side keys, one of them identical to the sample stimulus, a,
the other different from it, b. The pigeon has to peck the identical comparison
stimulus a to receive the reward . In the symbolic variant of the matching procedure
none of the comparison stimuli are identical to the sample. If, for example, the shape
a is presented as a sample stimulus on the middle response key, and both shape a and
shape ~ are presented on side keys, the subject is arbitrarily required to choose the a
comparison stimulus to obtain reward. On the other hand, if b is the sample stimulus
in another trial, ~ rather than (X is defined as the correct comparison stimulus. A
symmetry of the equivalence would be demonstrated if the subject trained with this
task would spontaneously choose a from among the comparison stimuli after being
presented (X as sample and b after be ing presented ~ as sample in test trials.
Equivalence transitivity would be demonstrated if, after having learned the equivaIencc a (X and also the equivalence a A according to the above plan, subjects
would spontaneously recognise the equivalence between a and A in suitably arranged
tests. The symmetry of transitivity would be demonstrated if the animals would
similarly recognize the equivalence between stimuli A and a, that is, when the stimuli
were presented with reversed sample and comparison roles (Sidman, 1992). Earlier
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attempts to demonstrate transitive equivalence in pigeons using this method failed
(e.g., Lipkens et aI., 1988) but recently Kuno, et ai. (1994) had success with at least
one pigeon. Note also that Yamamoto and Asano (1995) found that a chimpanzee
(Pan I,:oglodyte.l') had problems with the symmetry of the equivalence relations and
only mastered it after special training. The chimpanzee then demonstrated equivalence transitivity during tests, but still had difficulties with the test on the symmetry
of transitivity relations. Normal humans master all these relationships quite easily at
the age of 5 years, quite probably because they can bring their linguistic abilities to
. .
bear on them (Sidman, 1992).
With logical concepts rather than the perceptual concepts treated thus far, there is
no possible confusion with categorization because these concepts are based on quite
abstract and general relationships between, in principle, any stimuli. A classic
example is the concept of identity versus non identity. The straightforward version of
the matching-to-sample procedure explained earlier, 01' indeed its converse, the
oddity-from-sample procedure, is used to demonstrate this concept. In the identity
task, the pigeon has to peck the physically identical comparison stimulus to receive
reward, while in the non identity task it has to peck the physically different
comparison stimulus to receive reward. A training phase, with stimulus triplets
assembled from a given set of stimuli, continues until the pigeons respond mainly
correctly. Then they are presented with triplets made from a set of novel stimuli.
These serve to check whether they are able to transfer the recognition of the same or
different relation between sample and comparisons to novel stimuli. The results of
earlier studies seemed to indicate that pigeons could not mas'ter this principle but that
monkeys could. Zen tall and colleagues showed, however, that pigeons that had
learned the identity task with one set of stimuli found it easier to relearn the identity
task rather than learn the nonidentity task, with a novel set of stimuli. Conversely,
pigeons that had learned the non identity task found it easier to relearn this task with
a novel set of stimuli than to learn the other task (Zen tall et aI., 1984).
Clearer evidence for an identity/nonidentity concept in pigeons was obtained by
Lombardi et al. (1984). They used either 5 or 20 stimuli to train two groups of pigeons
on the oddity-from-sample task. The group. that learned with more stimuli showed a
better transfer performance during tests run under extinction conditions. Under
extinction, there was no possibility of learning anything about sets of novel stimuli,
including stimuli that were quite different in pictorial style from those used during
training (Fig. 15.3). Based on this result Wright et aI., (1988) trained one group of
pigeons with 152 different stimuli. The pigeons now showed no performance
decrement when they were confronted with a variety of novel stimuli. A group of
pigeons trained with only two stimuli showed no transfer at all when tested with such
stimuli . This result confirms that pigeons are more likely to apply conceptlike rules
if the task they have to cope with is constructed so that it strains their considerable
capacities for rote learning (Fersen and Delius, 1989; Vaughan and Greene, 1984).
Pigeons may be somewhat backward even among birds, however, with gull (Laridae;
Benjamini, 1983), crow (Wilson et aI., 1985), and parrot (Pepperberg, 1987a) species
being certainly more gifted than pigeons at conceptualizing the identity/nonidentity
relation, supporting the general assumption that at least the laUer two groups may be
endowed with cognitive abilities superior to those of pigeons.
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Flg.ure 15.3. ~ddily recognition by pigeons. Right: Oddity from sample procedure with a correct trial and
an IIlcorrect tnal as examples. Left: Performance during test phase with a set of 25 training stimuli and
two s~t s of 5 novel test stimuli each, one similar to the training stimuli and another different from them,
(ModIfIed from Lombardi et aI., 1984,)

The identity- oddity decisions of pigeons, and perhaps of other species, may be
based on judgements about the relative familiarity- novelty of stimuli, By being
identical to the previously pecked sample, the identical comparison stimulus is
relatively more familiar than the nonidentical stimulus (Delius, 1994), Macphail and
Reilly (1989; see also Todd and Mackintosh, 1990) had pigeons learn to discriminate
novel, scenic slides they had never seen before from familiar, already seen, scenic
slides through rewarding them for pecking the former and not rewarding them for
pec~ing the latter. The pigeons learned to do this in only about \00 trials, They
obVIOusly used a familiar/unfamiliar concept that is related to a same/different
concept. The competence for distinguishing between familiar and unfamiliar stimuli
appears to be widespread among animals, including invertebrates, in the sense that
stimulus-specific habituation is a common form of learning. A model originally '
proposed by Sokolov (1975) to account for several habituation phenomena has been
adapted to deal with this phenomenon, A neural network version of it has information
about incoming stimuli bifurcating into a specific recognition system and an unspecific arousal system. The recognition system can be instantiated by an associative
nctwork capable of memorising many different stimuli (Kohonen, 1984), When this
system recognizes a stimulus as one that it has already experienced, it broadcasts a
signal that the stimulus is familiar. This signal inhibits the arousal system that
otherwise would issue a signal that the stimulus is novel, which normally generates
an orienting response, If furnished with a short- as well as a long-term stimulus
storage, as well as a forgetting-by-disuse process, the network differentiates between
relative familiarity and relative novelty and thus also functions as an identity- oddity
detector system. It is conceivable that this mechanism is based on the interplay
between the reticular activating system and the dorsopallial cortex-equivalent of
birds, but as yet there is no proper evidencc on this.

As to a comparison with mammals, it is certain that capuchin monkeys (Cebus
apella) are quicker than birds at learning matching-to-sample tasks and are more
proficient at showing transfer of performance to new stimuli (0' Amato et aI., 1985).
Nei'worth and Wright (1994) furthermore demonstrated that rhesus monkeys could
match stimuli belonging to the same categories like faces and flowers. Taking the
matter further, Thompson and Oden (1996) have compared the performances of
rhesus monkeys, chimpanzees, and humans on physical identity recognition tasks of
the kind described above, as well as on another, even more abstract task involving the
recognition of the identity of identity relations. Given that a pair of simultaneously
presented sample stimuli involve two identical items aa, then they bear, at this higher
level of abstraction, an identity relation with another pair of comparison items also
composed of two identical stimuli bb, but bear an oddity relation with a comparison
pair composed of two different stimuli cd. Rhesus monkeys could only learn to cope
with physical identity tasks, but not with ones of the latter relational identity type.
Normal chimpanzees were similarly able to recognize physical identity but were
unable to recognize relational identity. Chimpanzees previously trained to master a
minimal symbolic language, however, could also cope with relational identity tasks
(Premack, 1988). Human infants, by contrast, can recognize the relational identity or
nonidentity existing between pairs of objects long before they have acquired any use
of language (Tyrrell et aI., 1993).

TRANSITIVITY
In humans, transitive inference is considered to be a form of d'eductive thinking.
Given, for example, that a rational individual compares for quality a series of items,
a, band c, and he finds out that a is beller than band b is beller than c, we expect him
to conclude that a is beller than c without further comparisons. Pigeons have been
shown to do so too, For them the premise information was arranged as a multiple
stimulus discdmination task. Five different visual shapes were displayed in foul'
overlapping pairs according to the scheme a+b-, b+c- , c+d- , d+e- using two keys of
a conditioning chamber (Fig. 15.4). The right/left key allocation of the stimuli within
the pairs and the presentation order of the foul' pairs were randomized , Pecks to the +
stimuli were rewarded with food, and pecks to the - stimuli were penalized with a
period of darkness , The training was meant to convey to the pigeons the premises
a>b, b>c, c>d, d>e, Note that, whereas the end stimuli a and e were scheduled to be
either always rewarded or always pcnalized, the middle stimuli b, c, and d were meant
to be equally often rewarded and penalized .
Four of six pigeons reached a criterion of 80% correct trials within 5000 training
trials, They were then occasionally presented the unreinforced conclusion pail' bodo
interspersed among the training trials. Responses during test trials were neither
re warded nor penalized , All four pigeons nevertheless preferred to peck stimulus b
rather than stimulus d, on average on 87.5% of the test trials, The pigeons thus
behaved as if they ranked the stimuli according to the inequality b>d, derivable from
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Figure 15.4. Right : Apparatus and stimuli employed to demonstrate transitive responding in pi geons. Left:
Large circles: Discrimination perronnance on the premise pairs and the conclusion pair during the test
phase. (Modified from Fersen et al.. 1991 .) Small circles: Simulation results obtained with Lucc's algebraic model. The 50% baseline corresponds to chance choices. (Modified rrom Dclius and Siemann. 1998.)

the inequalities implied by the premise pairs (Fersen et aI., 1991; Fig. 15. 4). After
the series of premise pairs was expanded by also training the pigeons with an x+aand an e+f- pair until they reattained criterion, they were tested again with unreinforced conclusion pairs aoc o' aod o' aoe o' bodo, boe o' and coeo' All these test pairs once
more yi~lded choice preferences that were consistent with transitive inference.
The pigeons in the previous ex periment had learned the various premise pairs to
unequal levels of proficiency (Fig. 15.4). This fact partially invalidates the design 's
intention to equate the reinforcements for the critical stimuli b and d. Siemann et aI.,
(1996) replicated part of that study using a different and faster procedure. The
pigeons were trained with the usual a+ to e- series, but the stimuli were five different
types of grit. These stimuli were offered in a pair of plastic cups with the positive grit
concealing grain and the negative grit not hiding anything. The presentation
frequencies of the four training pairs were adjusted so that those that had yielded
worse discrimination in Fersen's experiment were shown more often than those that
had yielded beller discrimination . The 4 times a+b- , 6 times b+c- , 7 times c+d-, and
I time d+e- proportions that were used yielded a fairly even performance across the
premise pairs after a total of some 2700 training trials. The pigeons still showed a
strong preference for grit b (91 % choices) over grit d when confronted with the
grainless b- d- test pair. Note that now, howcver, by design, stimulus b was
being relatively more often rewarded than d so that a conditioning account could still
not be excluded.
Roberts and Phelps (1994; see also Davis, 1992) trained rats in an arena with pairs
of odor-cued boxes, one of which gave access to food and another which did not,
according to the a+ to e- scheme using fiv e different odors. When the pairs were set
up according to a linear spatial order, with the a>b>c>d>e hierarchy implied by the
premise pairs, the rats learned the training pairs to a criterion of 80% correct choices
in about 100 trials and ex hibited transitivity with test pairs, even when the latter were
presented in a spatial layout that differed from the linear order used in training. When
the training did not involve a congruent spatial ordering, the rats still managed to
learn the pre mise pairs but, interestingly, failcd to pass the transitivity test.

Nonhuman primates have also proved capable of transitive responding. McGonigle
and Chalmers (1992) trained squirrel monkeys with the usual scheme of premise pairs
con~isting of five differently colored tins. For half of the subjects the positive tin of
each pair was heavier and hid a peanut, while the negative tin was lighter and hid
nothing. For the other half of the animals this arrangement was reversed . Seven of
eight monkeys progressively learned the various training pairs up to a level of 90%
correct choices in an unspecified but obviously large number of trials. When tested
with an equal-weight b+d+ conclusion pair, they showed a 90% preference for b
rather than d. Treichler and van Tilburg (1996) trained six macaque monkeys with
two initially independent but concurrent tasks (a+ to e- ; f+ to j- ) using IO small junk
objects. Both series yielded transitive responding with b+d- and g+i- test pairs . The
two series were then linked by training with an additional e+f- pair:-A large number
of novel test pairs could be assembled from within the resulting a+ to j- series, and
all of these yielded above-chance transitive responding results .
Boysen et aI., (1993; see also Gillan, 1981) trained three chimpanzees on the transitivity task using again five differently colored containers with the usual a+ to epremise pair scheme to an average 85% conect level in an unspecified number of
trials. All three individuals showed a very strong (average 94%) preference for bin
b+d+ and b-d- tests. When Ilumerals I to 5 repl aced the colors as cues, the performance deteriorated, and only one animal passed the conclusion tests, even though all
the chimpanzees had been trained successfully before to equate the numerals with
corresponding quantities. With further nlllnerosity and ' transitivity task experience
two animals eventually also passed the conclusion test using numerals. In short, a
number of advanced animal vertebrate species seem capable of transitive responding
when adequately trained with premise pairs and suitably tested with conclusion pairs.
The results of older studies on humans cannot easily be compared with those on
animals because they used verbal tasks . Chalmers and McGonigle (1984), howe ver,
carried out much the same experiment with 6-year-old children as they had with
squirrel monkeys. They found that the children yielded 70% transitive choices in the
b+d+ tes ts and so did not do much better than the squirrel monkeys. Siemann and
Delius (1993, 1996) reported a series of nonverbal transitive responding experiments
done with university students. To ensure good motivation, the transitivity tasks were
presented as computer games. In one experiment 24 student subjects had to navi ga te
a small figure through a castlelike labyrinth . Pairs of swing-doors bore pairs of
polygon shapes according to an a+b-, b+c- , c+cl- , d+e- , e+f- design. If the positive
door was chosen there was a symbolic reward consisting in a coin from a treasure
chest. If a nega tive door was chosen there was a symbolic penalty consi stin g in
having to give a coin to a beggar. All subj ects lea rned the premise pairs within an
average of 395 trials to a criterion of at least 70% correct choices . Only IS subjects,
however, responded transitively (at least 70% transitive choices) when faced with the
conclusion tests bodo, boeo and Co do by prefe rring polygo ns b and c at well above
chance levels (92% average preference). The remaining 9 subjects failed to show
transitivity despite having lea rned the pre mises. Pigeons, in contrast, only rarely fa il
to respond transitive ly if they have discriminated the pre misc pairs (e.g., Higa-King
and Staddon, 1993). We return to this remarkablc re lative weakn ess of humans later.
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An overall analysis suggests that none of these organisms, not even humans,
respond with what might be called deliberative reasoning involving rules of logic.
Rather, they seem to do so by processes that are well captured by simple mathematical learning models (Luce operator model: Wynne, et aI., 1992; Siemann and
Delius, 1998b). These models in turn can be cast into a neuronal network format. One
such minimalistic network capable of learning to respond transitively consists of an
input, an intermediate, and an output layer that all contain the same number of units.
This number must not be less than the number of stimuli occurring in the premise
pairs (Fig. 15.5). The input units j are conceived of as reacting specifically to each of
these stimuli and the output units I as issuing responses that are directed to each of
these stimuli. The OJ output of aj unit equals I if the corresponding stimulus is present
and if it is not. The input units are connected one-to-one to the intermediate units
k. The net input component of a k unit, due to the input from its j unit, is nj,k =: OJ *
Wj,k where the strength or weight Wj,k of the connection will be specified soon. This
net input component persists for a period of time in the corresponding k unit but also
yields an immediate output Ok=: nj,k'
Each hidden unit k is connected to all output units I so as to form a forward lateral
inhibition network. The net input of the I units is thus nl =: LOk * wk,1 with wk,1 =: I
when k =: I, but wk,1 =: - I when k I. The output of each I unit is either 01 =: 1, a
response t6 when stimulus i =: 1is present, or nk I > 0, or else 01=: 0, a no-response when
nk I < 0. That is, there is an exclusive respons~ to one of the stimuli, namely, the one
that activates the path with the strongest connection wk I of a given pair on a given trial.
Depending on whether the response issued correspo~ds to a stimulus scheduled to
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Figure 15.5. Adaptive neuronal net for transitive responding. Right: Overall nctwork. Large circles arc
neuronal units; arcs designate input units U); arrows designate output units (I); bars designate units with
thresholds, Triangl es indicate excitatory connections; circles, inhibitory connections. Open triangles arc
connections with variable weight. Left: The detailed network allocates the algebraic functions explained
in the text to the various network components. The symbol v stands for "or"; the remaining symbols arc
explained in the text. (Modified from Sicmann and Delius, 199Hb.)

yield a reward or corresponds to a stimulus scheduled to yield a penalty, either input
unit r 01: input unit p is activated with a small time delay so that either or =: 1 and
015 =: 0, o'i- else op =: 1 and or =: 0. These outputs are relayed to all hidden layer units.
This corresponds to the widely distributed reinforcement-mediating systems found in
vertebrate brains (Rolls, 1975; Delius and Pellander, 1982). The reward and penalty
signals contribute to delayed latent net-input components in the hidden k units with the
activations nr,k =: wr,k*or where wr,k =: I, and np,k =: wp,k*op where wp,k =: -1. These
signals initiate a Wj,k increment/decrement only in the stimulus-response link that was
instrumental in bringing about either the reward or the penalty consequence. This link
specificity is ensured by recurrent feedback connections from the output ~nits I to the
corresponding units k. The feedbacks activate with a brief time delay 'the k units
according to nl k =: 01' This activation equals I in the k units for which k =: i,
corresponding t~ the stimulus i that was responded to, and equals in all the k i units,
corresponding to the stimuli i not responded to. The nl k activation acts as a gating
factor that permits or does not permit the reinforcemen't messages or or op to bring
about a Hebbian-like Wj,k change (Kandel et aI., 199~). In conjunction with the delayed
net-input components specified earlier, nr,k' np,k and nj,k' the activation nl,k occasions
an updating of the relevant j to k connections according to the update function
Wj,k~Wj,k + (Wj,k*nj,k*nr,k*nl,k) - (Wj,k*nj,k*np,k*nl,k)' This operation only modifies
the weight of the connection and does not lead to any immediate k unit output. All netinput components reset nz,k =: as soon as the weight adjustment has taken place.
Recurrent pathways of the kind used by the model are frequent in real brains
(Durand et aI., 1997; Vates et aI., 1997; Veenman, 1997), but the idea that they may
be subserving the allocation of reinforcement effects on stimulus-response links is
probably new. They represent a neurally realistic replacement for the commonly
used, but neurally unrealistic, error back-propagation scheme (Churchland and
Sejnowski, 1993). In any case, when trained according to the usual experimental
scheme, the network very soon produces a perfect transitive performance on all the
training and test pairs. To mimic the less than perfect performance of real organisms,
the finished model has to include a noise variable much as real neurons actually do
(Kandel et aI., 1991). The reader is referred to Siemann and Delius (l998b) for the
demonstration that this "noisy" network comes close to simulating the behavior of
most animal and many human subjects performing in nonverbal transitive responding
tasks. Here we should mention the possibility that a learning process, embodied in
the so-called value-transfer theory originally advocated by Fersen et al. (1991), may
also intervene in bringing about transitive-like responding. This process differs from
the instrumental discrimination learning of stimuli incorporated in the above network
and seems to operate under certain special training arrangements (Steirn et aI., 1995).
The value-transfer process is akin to classical conditioning. The existence of such a
conditioning process is undisputed, but the question is whether it intervenes to any
appreciable degree in a standard transitive responding task (Siemann et aI. , 1996). In
any case, the addition of this mechanism into the above network signifies only a
minor modification (Siemann and Delius, 1998b).
We thus assllme that a real neuronal network, structured much as that described
above, underlies transitive competencies, but, beyond suspecting that the adaptive
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intermediate layer is likely to be located at the corticostriatal interface, we cannot say
more about the correspondence of the model network to brain structures. We
(Siemann and Delius, 1998b; see also Wynne, 1995) have, however considered why
it is that often animals, and occasionally humans (see above), learn to discriminate the
premise pairs but fail to respond transitively to the conclusion pairs. The assumption
is that humans, but more particularly animals, can bring into play an additional
layer of so-called configural units that respond to the stimulus combinations (a+b-),
(b+c- ), (c+d-), (d+e-) rather than to the individual stimuli a to e. When the premises
are exclusively learned on the basis of these configuralunits, the network can indeed
not respond transitively to the test pair bodo because it has previously learned nothing
about this particular configuration. Superficially this might be seen as a regression in
cognitive competency but it ignores the fact that transitivity is a generally valid
property only of linear relational structures between stimuli. Whenever there are
exceptions to such linearity in a structure these can only be captured through
configural units. In experiments involving the pairwise learning of, for example,
circular relational structures and comparing pigeons and humans, Siemann and
Delius (1994) found that birds could not cope with the task while people could.
Delius and Siemann (l998b) argued more generally that the transitive responding of
pigeons, in the manner of the above neural network, represented little more than the
applicati.on of a basic stimulus discrimination mechanism capable of dealing with the
simple social hierarchies of birds. The responding of humans, and probably apes,
accords with the more complex network that can cope with nonlinear structures. This,
they suggest, is the evolutionary result of the more sophisticated structures and thus
more demanding characteristics of primate social groups (De Waal , 1988).

NUMEROSITY
Koehler (1941) and his students were among the first to investigate experimentally
and systematically the numerosity capabilities of several avian and mammalian
species. They showed that birds (pigeons, corvid, and parrot species) could discriminate between numbers of items, such as seeds or ink-blobs, up to about six versus
seven items, depending on the species. They tested the birds in the quasi naturalistic
settings of aviaries rather than in the more tightly controlled, high-tech environment
of modcrn training chambers. Nevertheless, Koehler went to considerable lengths to
control for stimulus factors that could potentially be confounded with numerosity and
to guard against observers unintentionally clleing the animals' performance. Modern
research has confirmed several of Koehl er's findings and has also extended the work
on numerosity discrimination. For instance, Emmerton and Delius (1993) report an
experiment in which pigeons learned to choose between two simultaneously
projected visual displays containing different numbers of dots. When the animal
pecked the key displaying more items it was rewarded, whereas if it pecked the key
displaying the lesser number it was penalized by timeout. The difference between the
number of items in the pairs of displays was progressively reduced to one, and then

ranged between one versus two and seven versus eight. After this, test trials were
introduc~d in which the new displays differed from the familiar ones i;l the size and
arrangerri~nt of the items. The brightness of each display within the novel pairs was
also equated. On these test trials, the pigeons were able to transfer their discrimination of choosing the greater number without difficulty but the accuracy of their
discrimination depended on the number of items in each pair. They were about 80%
correct in their choices for one versus two items, but their performance level dropped
systematically to about 55% correct with the seven versus eight comparison. This
latter score was no longer significantly different from the 50% chance level.
More evidence that it is the numerosity, rather than any other dimension of the
stimuli, that is important was provided by Emmerton et aI., (1997). They trained
pigeons to discriminate successively presented displays containing one or two
("few") small items from displays containing six or seven ("many") small items.
When a "few" item display was presented on a given trial, the pigeons had to peck
one side-key to obtain reward. If a "many" item display was shown, they had to peck
the other side-key for reward. If the animals chose the wrong key they were penalized
with timeout. When the pigeons' performance reached at least 85% correct they were
given interspersed test trials involving the presentation of displays containing new
amounts of three, four or five items, as well as novel displays for the numerosities
used for "few" and "many." There were more choices of the side-key corresponding
to " few" when three items were seen and increasingly more than chance level choices
of the "many" side-key for four and five items. For five, six, and seven items, the
discrimination performance leveled off, indicating that the birds could not differentiate among these larger amounts as well as they did the smaller quantities . These
results were maintained when the birds were shown additional displays that varied in
. brightness, contrast, item size, and arrangement so as to exclude cues other than
numerosity. The numerosity of items thus seems to be represented in an orderly
manner by pigeons.
The type of task and the data obtained in this experiment were reminiscent of those
in an earlier study of rats' discrimination of stimuli that varied either in time or
number. Meck and Church (1983) trained rats to press one lever following a series of
two sound tones that lasted in all for 2 seconds and another lever following a series
of eight tones lasting eight seconds. In test trials, the duration of all series of sounds
was held constant at 4 seconds but their number varied. Like pigeons, rats distributed
their responses to the two levers in a systematic fashion as the number of tones in a
series varied between two and eight.
The discrimination of numerosity is not confined to these relatively small numbers
of items, however. Honig (1993) has shown that pigeons can still perform numerosity
discriminations even when the nlllnber of elements ranges up to 64. In one study, the
birds had to discriminate differences in the total numbers of dots, for example, 16
versus 25, in successively presented displays. In another, they had to discriminate
according to the proportion of different items (e.g., red vs. blue dots) within successively presented arrays, each containing a constant total number of items (Honig and
Stewart, 1989). In the latter experiment, when there were relatively more red dots
than blue, for instance, the birds had to peck the key through which they saw the
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display and were rew arded for doing so. When the proportions were reversed,
however, they received no reward for pecking so that responding to these arrays
ceased at some point.
What may be more important than the absolute differences in number between
displays is the relative difference (but see Honig, 1993). In a recent experiment
(Emmerton, 1998a), pigeons were again trained to choose between simultaneously
presented groups of dots. Irrespective of the absolute numbers of dots in the paired
displays, for some birds, choice of "more" was always rewarded and choice of "less"
led to timeout, whereas for other birds these contingencies were reversed. There was
apparently a preference for choosing "more" items so that the birds for which this
relative quantity was correct yielded better discrimination results to begin with than
those for which "less" was correct. With extended training, this bias was no longer
apparent, although it reemerged when novel displays were introduced on nonreinforced trials. Once both groups of animals had reached similar levels of performance,
their discrimination scores, when expressed on a logarithm-related scale, increased as
the relative discrepancy in numerosity of the paired displays increased. This is one
line of evidence that suggests that Weber's law may apply to the discrimination of
numet'osity in these birds. Basically, this law tells us that, as the base number of items
increases, so too there is a proportional increase in the size of the difference between
this reference amount and another number that can just be discriminated from it. Other
results from pigeons also seem to fit this law, for instance, the earlier findings that
small numbers in the range one to four are better discriminated than numbers in the
range five to seven (Emmerton et aI., 1997), as well as some of Honig's findings that
pigeons can discriminate the proportion of elements, even when the absolute numbers
vary (Honig and Stewart, 1989). Weber's law may generally characterize numerical
differentiation in other animals too, because species varying from rats to chimpanzees
seem to base their discrimination of numerosities more on relative than on absolute
differences (rats: Meck and Church, 1983; 'chimpanzees: Boysen et aI., 1996).
Although the above experiments on jJigeons · demonstrate a numerical-like
apprehension of item quantities, they still lack the demonstration of a one-to-one
linkage of these quantities to representations such as the numerical symbols that play
such a prominent role in the counting performance of educated humans. Xia et aI.,
(2000a) reports an experiment in which pigeons learned to peck at a number of visual
items that were presented on a computer monitor and that varied on a trial-by-trial
basis. Having pecked these items, thc birds had to report the number of items they
had seen by choosing one of several symbols presented at the end of each trial, where
cach symbol represented an exact number of items. Thus the birds had to learn a oneto-onc correspondence between number of items and specific symbols. The pigeons
werc successively traincd session by session to respond in this manner to one item
and one symbol, one and two items and two symbols, and so on. In the final situation,
fiv e birds were able to respond to varying, trial-by-trial presentations of one, two,
three, or four items and to choose one of four symbols corresponding to these
numbers. Two of these birds were also able to learn this correspondence for five
items. The pigeons chose correctly among these symbols at Icvels that were
significantly above the chance level of 20%. The five birds that learncd one to four

items scored 63% correct on average. The two birds given additional training scored
70% correct on trials with five items. Xia showed furthermore that the pigeons
cOQtinuect'tto evince such counting behavior with novel forms of items (squares or
butterflies rather than circles), even if the novelty transitorily depressed performance.
One cannot however, overlook the fact lhat it took the pigeons up to some 18,000
trials to cope with the five item task. On the other hand, it is not certain thaI five is
the maximum that pigeons could potentially count in this manner. Perhaps with
further training they would have managed to count six or more items . Alex, an
African gray parrot (Psittacus erithacus), has been taught to produce vocal numerical
labels for groups of up to six objects (Pepperberg, I 987b; cf. Smirnova et aI., 2000.).
This performance has been slightly exceeded in chimpanzees that have be-en trained
to use Arabic numerals to label arrays containing up to eight objects (Boysen, 1993).
Xia (1997) and Xia et al. (2000b) also gradually trained another group of pigeons in
an experiment that involved making specific numbers of key-pecks following given
symbols. First the birds had to peck a symbol when it was presented at the beginning
of the trial. Then they had to peck one key a particular number of times before pecking
a different one to receive reward. Six birds were able to learn this task up to a limit of
five pecks, and for four of these birds this limit was extended to six pecks after further
training. The symbol presented on a given trial was thus one of six and the number of
subsequent pecks required varied between one and six, depending on the symbol
presented at the beginning of any trial. If the pigeons pecked' too few times on the
response key before calling up the reward on the other key or pecked once too many
on the response key, they were penalized with a timeout period (Fig. 15.6). Again the
training progressed from using only the symbol corresponding to one within a session
to finally using one of five or else six different symbols from trial to trial to signallhe
number of pecks to be made. For the four birds that completed the task for up to six
pecks, the mean percentages of correct trials for the one to six pecks required were well
above the corresponding chance levels. These decreased because of the mounting
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Figure 15.6. Production of responses numerosities depending on symbolic label instructions in pigeons.
(Right) Example of a con'ect trial invo lving the sy mbolic instruction 3 on the business key, that number
of pecks to it, and a peck o n the end key followed by grain reward. (Left) Percent correct peck series on
business key as a function of instruction stimulus. The chance level is determined by the number of possible alternative series. (Modified after Xia. et aI., 2000b.)
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number of erroneous choices possible with the increasi ng numerosities. When the birds
made errors, they tended to do so by issuing a number of pecks close to the correct
~umber. So here, performance accuracy decreased as the target number of pecks
mcreased. The birds had more experience with the low numerosities than with the
higher ones, however, and the chance of producing random correct choices was higher
for smaller than for larger numerosities. It must be noted that to attain this final performance level, the pigeons needed an average of over 30,000 trials. Again it is well
possible that the pigeons could have coped with higher numerosities if given even more
training. For comparison, LogIer (1959) managed to train an African gray parrot with
a task that involved somewhat less symbolic instruction than that used by Xia et al.
(2000b) to selectively produce up to 8 responses, depending on the visual cues given.
What kind of neural mechanism could underlie these kinds of numerical abilities?
One possibility is the neural network model proposed by Dehaene and Changeux
(1993). It consists of a sensory layer that represents the items perceived as sizevarying so-called blobs. A second layer normalizes these blobs so that their size is no
longer a critical factor. In a third layer, activity from the second layer is summated
and compared with threshold settings. Then a fourth layer consists of numerosity
c.lu~ters. A specific nlllnerosity is detected when one of these clusters responds to a
limited range of activity that it receives as input from the previous threshold-setting
layer. All stages involve network operations that are reasonably well understood. The
model is particularly suitable for explaining how the numerosity of items in visual
arrays may be abstracted by parallel processing, although Dehaene and Changeux
(1993) also affirm that it would apply to serially presented auditory stimuli if an
additional sensory memory stage is assumed . .
A timing and sequential counting model based on different principles has been
developed by Meck and Church (1983 ; see also Roberts and Mitchell, 1994). It incorpOl'ates a pace maker that emits regular pulses, one or more gated accumulators that
can be switched to operate in either a timing or counting mode, and one or more
working memory units that store updated timing or counting information. The
~cc umul at?r stage collects pulses from the pacemaker. When the system is operating
In a c?untmg mode, the start of each event is marked by a limited nuniber of pulses
reachmg the accumulator. This accumulated information is passed to working
memory and is subsequently compared with more permanent information from
reference memory for a behavioral decision to be made about whether or not a predetermined "count" has been achieved yet. A speci fic number is thus represented by a
function based on number of pulses accumulated.
Staddon and Higa (1998) have recently proposed an alternative multiple time-scale
model that accounts for a variety of timing effects, some of which the above
pace maker-accumulator model has difficulties explaining. Because of its mode of
processing time intervals, the model can also be applied to the counting of stimulus
events, such as occurrences of food rewards or of light flashes . Any stimulus event is
assumed to produce an internal marker or short-term memory trace th at decreases in
strength as a function of time. Multiple eve nts will boost the strength of a fading
trace. T hus this model does not assume the presence of a clock pacemaker, but represents a memory-based explanati on for timing and counting operations. Organisms are
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assumed to learn to differentiate memories of different strengths in order to discriminate the times between events or the numbers of stimulus occurrences. They thus
come·. 0 perform different behavioral responses (such as "peck this key rather than
that one") on the basis of changing memory trace magnitudes.
All these models probably account for the Weber style degradation of discrimination accuracy with increasing numerosities, although the pacemaker-accumulator
model requires some special assumptions in order. to do so. As described previously,
these effects refer to a decrease in discriminability with increasing numerosity of
items in stimulus arrays or series. The neural network model (Dehaene and
Changeux, 1993) can best deal with numerosity discrimination of simultaneous
stimulus arrays whereas the other two models seem more suited for dis.l;rimination of
sequentiaIly presented stimuli . This difference may, however, be less critical than it
appears. Some recent data from pigeons suggest they might successively "scan"
simultaneous arrays of dots, processing these elements one by one (Emmerton,
1998b). These birds were trained on a simultaneous discrimination between paired
arrays of dots and they always had to choose the array with the smaIler number of
items to obtain a food reward . Although discrimination accuracy mainly depended on
the numerosity differences between arrays, performance level was also affected when
I the spacing between the dots within arrays was altered. In particular, if the dots were
spaced furth er apart in the " incorrect," larger number array, more errors were made,
as if the birds scanned each array for the number of dot~ present and erroneously
pecked at such an array prematurely before it had noticed all the dots.
To what extent the models proposed thus far accurately reflect the way the brain
processes number remains debatable. Dehaene and Changeux's model (1993) has the
advantage of neural plausibility, but it is easier to see how it could function under
conditions of parallel uptake of visual input. The pacemaker-accumulator model
(Meck and Church, 1983; Roberts and Mitchell, 1994) unites timing and counting
processes, but it is not clear how its component parts could be realized neuronally.
The multiple time-scale model (Staddon and Higa, (998) also applies to both timing
and counting and, while not postulating specific neural mechanisms, it is based on
realistic properties of memory trace decay. In fact, the only evidence thus far for
neurons that "count" comes from a study by Thompson et al. (1970) of cells in the
eat's (Felis eatus) association cortex. They found a few cells that responded with
increased firing rate to, for instance, the sixth stimulus in a series. Other cells seemed
to encode the numbers 2, 5, and 7. The stimulus item's ordinal number was important
for triggering a response in these neurons, but neither the stimulus intensity nor
modality (auditory or visual), nor, within limits, the temporal gap between stimuli in
a series, seemed to be critical.

EPILOGUE
In the preceding sections we have described the capabilities of pigeons in categorization, conceptu alization, transitivity, and numerosity tasks. Where feasib le we
have compared their competencies with those of other birds and mammals, including
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humans. We may summarize the above sections by asserting that pigeons do quite
well in a number of behavioral tasks that are widely considered to involve cognitive
processing of information . Some corvid and parrot species are known (see above), or
suspected, howe ver, to do even better on the same kinds of tasks. The cognitive
anagenesis of these species, inuch as in primate species, is likely to have been
primarily driven by the intricacies of the selfish and altruist strategies that determine
the inclusive Darwinian fitness game (Hamilton, 1974) and which are fostered by the
complex interactions in social systems (Trivers, 1985). Whether the performance of
pigeons is better or worse than that of mammals of similar brain size remains
uncertain because we largely lack the empirical basis for a valid comparison. Rats
resemble pigeons in brain and body size, but their olfactory rather than visual dispositions make them an inconvenient species for the comparison enterprise. Moreover,
their competencies on the kind of cognitive tasks that we have reviewed are still
poorly investigated . Among the diurnal primate species that compare for visuality
with pigeons, those that have been studied in any detail are all much larger brained
than pigeons . From capuchins through chimpanzees to humans, though , all primate
species seem fairly clearly to out-do pigeons in the speed with which they learn the
relevant cognitive tasks, in the degree of task abstractness with which they can cope,
and/or in the range of transfer to other contexts that they exhibit; but then all the better
studied primate species have markedly larger brains (absolutely) than the pigeon has.
Still, as stressed many times but as equally often ignored, the course of evolution
is arguably more importantly determined by the process of c1adogenesis (specialization) than it is by that of anagenesis (advancement). The peak cognitive competencies of birds may differ from those' of mammals, and also the cognitive peaks of
pigeons might not be the same as those of other bird species. The point is that, almost
by definition, different species inhabit differing socioecological niches. Evolution
functjons to progressively adapt each species to each of these differing habitats, as
long as this adaptation is not held back by a conserving selection exerted by the
existing intragenomic environment. This means that to gauge the cognitive capacities
of a given species we really should test it with tasks that correspond closely to those
that they are more likely to encounter in their natural environment. Possibly because
of having been guided from the outset by naturalistic field work (Frisch, 1965),
expe rime ntation with the honeybee (Apis mellifica ) has revealed remarkable
cognitive capacities for such a tiny-brained insect (Menzel, Giurfa, Gerber, and
Hellstern, this volume, Chapter II) .
It may thus be worth considering particularly those competencies in which some
bird species, because of the special environmental demands that they acutely face,
must be expec ted to excel. Their flying ability is one such competency that we have
already linked to the re lative cerebellarization of the avian brain (Dubbledam, 1998),
but we can at present only guess what, for example, the aerodynamically remarkable
wave-riding, gliding-flight of albatrosses (Diomedidae) requires in terms of cognitive
skill s (Sachs, 1993). The increase in mobility that the capacity of flying entails,
however, enhances the need for navigational abilities, and about these more is known.
Migration , often over long distances, is yet another evolutionary adaptation to
seasonal stresses that is found in many avian species (Berthold, 1996). Past
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experience is known to determine their goal-directed navigation to their winter
quarters. Starlings (Stumus vulgaris), for instance, can only maintain an innate fixed compass orientation during their first autumn migration and thus cannot correct for
wind Q1:'experimentally induced lateral drifts from their route. During their first spring
I~igration, however, they can truly navigate to end up quite close to the birthplace to
which they imprinted as youngsters. In their subsequent autumn migrations they also
navigate their return to their habitual wintering area (Perdeck, 1958). For the plaincompass orientation, starlings and other daylight migrants rely on a sun-compass
mechanism involving a solar azimuth compensated by circadian time computation.
Birds are also sensitive to the polarization patterns of skylight that are sun-azimuth
related, and daytime migrants use these as an additional source of navigational information . In night migrating species, a star compass provides directional clfes (Kramer,
1961). In addition they use polarized light pallerns at dusk (between sunset and the
time the first stars appear) as primary navigational information through which their
magnetic compass is then calibrated (Able and Able, 1997). This in-built magnetic
compass relies on the inclination rather than polarity properties of the earth's
magnetic field for the discrimination of north from south (Wiltschko and Wiltschko,
1971). The targeted homing nav igation demonstrated by migrating birds, but also by
nonmigrating species when displaced from their breeding site and released, naturally
requires more than a compass. Pigeons of the homing variety that have long bee n
selectively bred for this ability have been subjects of much research on this problem
without it being clear what principle they use for its solution. Even though it is
difficult to imagine how it might work in detail, evidence has accumulated that
pigeons require experience with olfactory stimuli at their home loft and exposure to
the same stimuli at the release site to head for and arrive at home (Wallraff, 1991).
This may relate to the fact that their telencephalon is well provided with olfactory
projection areas (Wenzel, 1981). The fact that lesions of the hippocampal formation
ml'rkedly impair homing could also have to do with this but could also have to do
with the fact that at short range pigeons clearly depend on previously acquired visual
knowledge about navigational cues (Bingman and Jones, 1994).
Seasonal stress, mentioned earlier, is countered by some bird species with food
hoarding during the autumn . When food is abundant these birds collect food items
and hide them in a variety of sites that they visit later when food is scarce. This
behavior has been well studied in titmice (Paridae) and in jays (Corvidae; Clayton
and Dickinson, 1998). The important finding is that the hoards, of which tits may
install hundreds and jays thousands, are undoubtedly found again under the guidance
of memory and not simply by searching in likely places. This requires a re markably
extensive long-term spatial memory. An interesting fact is that among closely related
species some species store food and others do not. This affords the opportunity to
look for neural specialization among brains that are otherwise highly similar. In fact,
storing species not only exhibit a basically larger hippocampus but this structu re also
swells as storing oecurs (Healy, 1996; Krebs, 1990). This may agai n relate to the
finding that this formation seems to be involved in the spatial abilities of pigeons too.
It is of course interesting that the hippocampus has also been strongly implicated in
the spatial learning competencies of rats and other mammals (McNaughton and
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Morris, 1987). That jays out-do tits in remembering food stores may again reflect the
fact that, as corvids, they may be more gifted . One should not fo rget, however, that
their brains are about three times as large as those of titmice. Though they do not
demonstrate it as impressively as these tits and jays during their normal life, pigeons
nevertheless have a capacious memory for hundreds of visual stimuli (Vaughan and
Greene, 1984; Fersen and Delius, 1989), which may underlie the fact that, as
mentioned above, a familiarity with the relevant terrain aids their homing navigation
(Braithwaite and Guilford, 1991). Interestingly, both pigeons and tits show evidence
of memorizing with a left hemisphere bias (Fersen and Gtinttirktin, 1990; Clayton and
Krebs, 1995). Such lateralization of cognitive functions was formerly seen as the
hallmark of human cognition but it seems to be widespread in birds and to affect
many behav ioral competencies (Rogers, 1995; Glintlirktin, 1997).
The extravagant breeding strategies to which some bird species resort can also be
suspected to call for cognitive competencies. Even though, for example, South
American ovenbirds (Furnariu.l') mostly manage to build their mud-walled, twochambered nest under largely instinctive control when they do so for the first time as
yearlings, the quality of the nest ovens and the speed with which they are built
improves markedly as the birds gain in experience with age (Hermann, 1965). The
attachment between parents and offspring based on imprinting, a very rapid learning
during a limited age phase that occurs particularly in geese and chickens (Anatidae,
Phasianidae), is known to be assoc iated with the activation of circumscribed telencephalic areas (Honey et aI., 1995). Of special interest is the fact that imprinting,
although undoubtedly a learning process, is normally channelled by largely innate
predispositions about what to imprint to. This may reflect the presence of adaptive
networks that have been half assembled by evolutionary adaptation but are only
completely specified by ontogenetic learning, presumably to ensure the express and
faultless learning that is essential for the survival of the nidifugous offspring of the
relevant species (Bolhuis, 1996). It is also interesting that this learning, which
initially subserves filial attachments, later comes to control, often in a sex-differentiated way, the mate choices of the adult birds (Oetting and Bischof, 1996).
The key significance of mate selection for the fitness of offspring can easily trigger
sexual selection processes . These in turn can involve cognitive operations. The song
of most of the 4500 or so species of songbirds (Oscines) is acquired through imitative
learning involving auditory imprinting. The song heard from the father, sometimes
also from the neighbors, or played in experiments by a tape recorder, is memorized
during a juvenile, sensitive age-phase lasting a few days or weeks. Later the grownup males, when their vocal apparatus has fully developed, learn through trial and
crror to match stepwise and quite closely their vocal output to this memorized
auditory template (Kroodsma and Miller, 1996). Some species, such as the ni ghtingales (Luscinia), acquire in this way hundreds of song syllables that are then
produccd in a variety of constrained, nonrandom song sequences (Hultsch and Todt,
1989). In such specially gifted species, sensitive periods for the acquisition of new
auditory templates tend to recur each year. Song reception and production are
mediated by several interconnected telencephalic, diencephalic, and mesencephalic
nuclei (Wild, 1997). Much is known about the neurophysiological functioning of this
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circuitry (Mello and Clayton, 1994; Wallhiiusser-Franke et aI., 1995 ; Vates et aI. ,
1997). Because of the essentially imitative transmission of bird song, it has led de
facto to.•a profusion of different song traditions. These song cultures presumably
began about 40 million years ago when the common ancestor o~ present-day
songbirds appeared (Delius, 1991). In common wit~ human langu~ge.' bird song leads
to the formation of dialects (Catchpole, 1986) and IS controlled prmclpally by the left
brain hemisphere (Saito and Maekawa, 1993). Not only do birds o~t-do m~mmals in
the number of species capable of vocal learning (several thousand birds agamst a bare
hundred mammals), but also they have turned out to be different from the mammals
in that telencephalic neurons of adult birds are subject to massive yearly renewal. In
songbirds there is good evidence that this may serve to replace saturated mem~ry
banks by blank ones, allowing thus the periodic refreshment of song repertOires
(Alvarez-Buylla and Kim, 1997).
. .
Remarkably, though, despite all the complexities birdsong can attam, I~S c?mmu- .
nicative functions are very limited. This is probably not so for the vocalizatIOns of
parrots, which are among the few nonsongbird species that are cap~bl.e ~f vocal
learning. The African gray parrot Alex gradually learned, thr~ugh ImitatIOn a?d
reward, to answer questions about the names, attributes, and actlons connecte~ With
about 100 different small objects. Terms that he had learned to apply to a senes of
training objects, he also regularly applied correctly to a collection of new objects. ~e
can answer questions about the presence or absence, similarity or difference: and size
relations of a selection of these novel objects (Pepperberg and McLaughlin, 1996;
Pepperberg, 1996). Alex was asked, for instance, how many blue keys ~here were
within a collection of six objects shown to him on a tray that also con tamed green
keys and blue corks. He usually answered such questions with I~ore than 8~%
accuracy (Pepperberg, 1994). Alex only performs when in close SOCial contact With
the experimenter, however, a fact that has raised the criticism that ~is achievements
might be aided by unintended but artifactual signaling by the ex~enment~r. Manabe
et al. (1995) have begun to develop a method that excludes the mterventlOn o.f such
an effect. Budgerigars (MelopsittaclI.I' undula/us) spontaneously produce a v~nety of
vocalizations that can be recognized by a suitably equipped computer. rhrough
reward conditioning the birds can be brought to produce the individual calls on~y in
the presence of particular visual stimuli. The repertoire of the probably less gifted
budgerigars is still, however, quite limited (see, however Manabe et aI., 1997). The
reverse problem of letting them learn to select specified visual sti.muli .with c~rre
sponding vocalizations has not yet been tried. From a phylogen~tlc pomt of View,
however, it is interesting, and in agreement with convergent evolutlon, thal the vocalization-controlling neural substrates of parrots differ somewhat from those of
songbirds (Striedter, 1994; Durand et aI., 1997).
.
The design of laboratory experiments, however, is often c1ict~ted by ~'e~earc~ traditions and by technological conveniences rather than by ecological validity. It. IS t.hus
risky to deny to a given species a particular kind of competen~y only. because It. fa iled
to show it in a highly rational, but hare-brained rather than blrd-bramed ~xpenm~nt.
As elsewhere in science, negative evidence is unfortunately a poor baSIS on which
to base safe conclusions. As cognitive tasks are fashioned to fit the peculiarities of
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a given species however, they become less suitable as tools for across-species
comparisons. To the ex tent that it may be desirable to assess the general intelligence
of a species rather than its quaint specializations, it may be reasonable to test it with
contrived, non-natural, laboratory problems. It is part of the definition of intelligence
that it concerns a competency that largely determines the performance of many
different cognitive tasks. In humans, intelligence is arguably best measured with tests
that set problems having minimal ecological validity because their solution is not
helped by expertise (Carpenter et aI., 1990), Intelligence refers to the aspects of speed
and quality of information-processing that are least influenced by experience,
even though its functional value lies in the fact that it improves the utilization of
information arising from experience,
These characteristics of intelligence are thought to be instantiated by a serially
operating neural processor that controls the behavioral output of an individual over
some brief period of time, It is considered to be closely associated with short-term
memory, or working memory as it is more usually called nowadays (Baddeley, 1997),
It is worth mentioning a study that compared pigeons, macaques, and humans for the
capacity and dynamics of short-term memory (Wright, 1989), Over many trials, these
species were presented, for brief instants and in quick succession, a series of four
different pictorial stimuli that were drawn without repetitions from a very large
collectlon of photographic slides, After a retention interval that varied in duration
from trial to trial, they were presented with either one of the slides that had been part
of the series or a novel stimulus. The subjects then had to press either a "same
stimulus" or an "odd stimulus" key to receive a reward. If they pressed the incorrect
one they were penalized with a period of darkness. The three species exhibited quite
similar patterns of so-called primacy-recency effects, Depending on the length of the
retention interval, pictures shown at the beginning (primacy) and/or at the end
(recency) of the series were better remembered. This indicates that the task was
tapping a similar mechanism in pigeons, macaques, and humans. The retention
intervals at which the various serial position patterns emerged differed between the
species, however, ranging up to 10 seconds in pigeons, up 10 30 seconds in macaques,
and up to 100 seconds in humans. With humans, incidentally, it was important to use
meaningless kaleidoscope pictures because otherwise they could name the slides and
achieve near perfect recall performance, regardless of sequence position, In short, a
species' intelligence may be partly determined by the capacity and the persistence of
its working memory, In primates the working memory function has been more or less
convincingly ascribed to parts of the prefrontal cortex (Goldman-Rakic, 1992), This
has lead to a search for an equivalent of the prefrontal cortex in pigeons, The
neostriatum caudolaterale is at present considered a possible candidate on the basis of
both anatomical and behavioral evidence (Glintiirklin and Durstewitz, this volume,
Chapter 14; Aldavert-Vera et aI. , 1998).
Cognitive performances shown by an individual, as with any other phenotypic
characteristics that it may show, are the end product of its phylogeny, o ntogeny, and
physiogeny, in that order, Perhaps more than in any of the other characteristics, the
detailed causal pathways involved in this process are obscured by the almost
ar~itrary nature of the selective forces that drove their phylogeny, the lifelong

plasticity of the brain that enabled their ontogeny, and the, endle~s intri~aci es of t~e
layout lind functioning of the nervous circuitry that underlies their physlOgeny, T~ls
chapter ''has stressed that the evolution of brains is driven by natural selectIon
operating on the behavioral products that they can produce and that the layout of
neural microcircuits, rather th an gross brain structures, are the relevant substrates of
behavior in general and of cognition in particular (Nieuwenhuys et aI., 1998), Finally,
however, the crucial selection is not of behaviors but of the genes that control the
ontogenetic development of the relevant neural circuitry, It is regretta~le tha~ ,:,e
know even less about the neurogenetics of neural ensembles that underlie cognItive
performance in birds than we do in mammals (Lasalle, 1996) and that we have no
information about what artificial selection for cognitive functions aoes to the
structuring of neural circuits (Hausherr-Zarmakuppi et aI., 1996), Indeed, even with
regard to the responding of single neurons in birds, our knowledge is still remarkably
patchy, In any cflse, it may be illusory to hope that we may come to understand
cognitive competencies as neurophysiological processes in view o~ the sheer
complexity of the undertaking. Artificial neural nets, particularly those kmds that are
arranged to evolve in a quasi-Darwinian manner, may represent the heuristically most
efficient way to advance our understanding of how cognition is produced by the
nervous syste m and how again it steers the evolution of brain structures (Church land
and Sejnowski, 1993). They may help us' to understand among other things the
refined bal ance that birds seem to have struck between the ready-made,
phylogenetically adapted, ontogenetically la~'ge1y fi~ed behaviors and th~ deman?tailored, phylogenetic ally enabled, ontogenetically highly adaptable behaVIOrs that 111
the past made birds classical study subjects for both instinct and learning (Tinbergen,
1951 ; Ferster and Skinner, 1957),
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